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Electronic “Gold Rush”: Navigating Electronic Health 
Record Migration With Vendors and Suppliers 
BY BEHNAM DAYANIM 

With potentially generous incentives for hospitals and health-care providers to achieve “meaningful 
use” of Electronic Health Records (“EHR”) as a result of the recent economic stimulus legislation, the 
push to adopt EHR has accelerated. 

Hospitals and other institutions interested in migrating to electronic media face an at-times 
bewildering and intimidating array of offerings from solutions providers. Options run the gamut from 
entirely in-house solutions (in which software is licensed and hardware is purchased to support EHR 
systems with minimal external assistance) to complete outsourcing through remote “cloud” or ASP 
systems and contracted IT support personnel. 

Paul Hastings has represented a number of hospitals, insurers and other health-care institutions in 
negotiating EHR systems licensing and outsourcing agreements with solutions providers. In the course 
of that work, several issues arise repeatedly that require careful consideration as to the desired 
outcome and then often difficult negotiation with the vendor. 

What Do We Need? 

One often-overlooked step is a critical examination of precisely what your institution needs. Different 
constituencies within a hospital or other institutional environment often will agitate for different 
things – extended features, multiple platforms, new capabilities and the like. As a result, institutions 
sometimes find themselves purchasing software or systems that they are not ready to use or are 
incompatible with existing technology infrastructure. Many license agreements will contain payment 
terms that start upon signing, delivery or acceptance of a product. In addition, maintenance and 
support payments – which can be substantial – often start upon acceptance. As a result, an unused 
piece of software nonetheless may cost the licensee substantial sums that bear no relationship to 
benefits received.  

Providers often will renegotiate those terms to allow for delayed payment but typically will want 
something in return – such as additional commitments to purchase even more products down the 
road. While negotiation of payment benchmarks tied to actual “live use” can ameliorate this concern, 
deferral of all payment is generally not possible. There is no substitute for careful consideration of 
what is truly needed at the outset. If feasible, consideration should also be given to potential future 
needs, and the vendor agreement should contemplate scalability of the EHR technology and service to 
accommodate any growth (or reduction) of the institution. 
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How Will We Ensure Adequate Performance? 

A second important consideration is what measures in the contract ensure that the software or 
systems meet needed performance levels. Response time, uptime, and error-free warranties all 
should be considered, along with clear and meaningful remedies for breach. Service credits – 
reductions on the costs of maintenance or licensing to compensate for warranty failures – are common 
but are not sufficient in cases of recurring breach. For those latter instances, more drastic remedies, 
including termination where feasible, should be considered.  

An additional warranty to consider is a configuration warranty – a guarantee that, for the uses at 
the volumes and of the type disclosed, the capabilities being purchased or licensed will suffice to 
deliver adequate performance. 

How Will We Support It? 

Another item to consider is how the software or system will be supported. “Cloud” or ASP systems – 
hosted remotely by the vendor – incorporate support as an integral part of the service offering; 
however, internally hosted systems may not. In those instances, an institution must decide whether 
and to what extent it can rely on its indigenous IT support capabilities and to what extent it wants to 
contract for help desk, troubleshooting and similar services from the vendor or a third party.  

Note that many license agreements restrict disclosure of confidential technical information to third 
parties, which might make it difficult for an institution to engage a third-party support provider. 
Institutions should review those types of limitations carefully to assess the extent to which they reflect 
appropriate concerns over disclosures of valuable information to competitors versus indirect attempts 
to steer clients to the vendor’s own affiliated support services.  

The cost structure for external support arrangements must be carefully considered. Hourly charges, if 
not managed properly, can escalate quickly. Institutions should consider “gatekeepers” who must 
approve contact with outside support as a way to hold down costs; any such limitation should be 
incorporated into the service agreement in order to preclude a vendor from charging for support 
services provided outside the approved channels. 

Another consideration in those circumstances in which a unionized institution decides to engage 
contracted personnel to supplement its internal IT support is the impact on any existing labor 
agreements. If not careful, an institution may find itself facing a disgruntled union, resulting in 
potential aggravation and legal exposure.  

Finally, support guarantees or services often are tied to upgrade requirements – provisions stipulating 
that the client maintain current versions of the software or systems and upgrade when new versions 
are introduced. Institutions should negotiate for the maximum amount of time possible to adopt these 
upgrades, as installation of new infrastructure required for an upgrade and training on its operation 
can be costly and time-consuming.  

How Can We Be Sure To Maintain Compliance? 

A contract for EHR software or services should include provisions requiring the vendor to remain 
current with applicable regulatory requirements and ideally should address the issues of state as well 
as federal compliance.  
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The contract also should address access and use of protected health information – not generally a 
subject of much dispute as a result of the stringent legal requirements in this area. Nonetheless, 
questions surrounding use of aggregated patient information present legitimate areas for discussion. 
That information can be a valuable asset to a client – one that, if valued by the vendor, may be used 
to bargain for other concessions. 

What Happens If Our Agreement Is Terminated? 

EHR systems are often critical to patient care. Allowing immediate termination in the event of breach 
could result in harm to patients or significant disruption of patient-related activities. As a result, 
companies should negotiate provisions that limit the ability of vendors to “pull the plug” in the event 
of nonpayment or other breach and should attempt to include “transition” periods to allow for 
phaseout and migration to new systems upon expiration or termination of the agreement. 

These are but a few of the myriad types of questions that arise in EHR settings – questions that, in 
many instances, arise in non-health-care IT situations but that, because of the nature of health care 
and the particular sensitivities it presents, require solutions specific to those concerns.  

Paul Hastings attorneys enjoy significant experience in negotiating IT licensing and outsourcing 
arrangements in the health-care sector. We also partner with health-care IT consultants to assist in 
technical and business aspects of negotiations for clients in need of specialized expertise. 

  

If you have any questions concerning these developing issues, please do not hesitate to contact any of 
the following Paul Hastings lawyers: 

Los Angeles 

James F. Owens 
213-683-6191 
jamesowens@paulhastings.com 

New York 

David M. Klein 
212-318-6318 
davidklein@paulhastings.com 

Washington, D.C. 

Behnam Dayanim 
202-551-1737 
bdayanim@paulhastings.com 
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